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Candle And The Crossroads A Book Of
Appalachian Conjure Southern Root Work
Orion Foxwood
Traditional Southern root magic and conjure from someone who learned the old
ways growing up in rural Appalachia. Folk magic conjurer and root worker Orion
Foxwood invites you to take a walk through his native Appalachia, through moonlit
orchards and rural farms, to the dark of the crossroads. From the oral tradition of
his ancestors to the voices of the spirits themselves, Foxwood brings readers the
secrets of Southern magic: - Working by the signs (the ability to synchronize work
such as farming, fertility, and orcharding) -Faith healing -Settling the light
(candle magic) -Doctoring the root (the ability to use herbs, roots, stones, or
animal parts for magic or for clearing, cleansing, and blessing a person) -Praying
or dreaming true (blessings of spirit/God to a person, place, or thing as well as
prophetic or predictive dreaming) -Blessing or cursing Mountain Conjure and
Southern Root Work shows how to create magic in today's world with the old ways
and traditions of Appalachia.
How to craft and consecrate candles and use their magick to cast spells, make
wishes come true, increase luck, and spark psychic powers. Discover the mystical
powers of the candle, used throughout the ages as an indispensable tool for
setting the proper atmosphere for spellcasting, divination, meditation, banishing
darkness, and communicating with the dead. Sections include sacred candle colors
of the gods and goddesses, crystals and gemstones, Voudoun candle magick, and
the making of sacred oils for candle blessing rituals. Easy-to-follow instructions
will guide the modern witch into crafting and consecrating various types of
candles such as Witch Candles, Healing Herb Candles, Rune Candles, Magick
Symbol Candles, and Voodoo Candles. Modern Wiccan expert Gerina Dunwich also
discusses candle omens and provides a collection of powerful folk spells and
incantations for nearly every purpose. Wicca Candle Magick is an essential
resource for today’s everyday goddesses. “Straightforward and
practical.”—Brigid’s Flame
The definitive guide to candle magic, written by a leading authority with over 30
years of experience making magical candles and creating candle spells. Author
Jacki Smith, founder of Coventry Creations (currently among the largest and most
successful magical supply companies), shares her magical secrets with readers,
enabling them to empower themselves through successful spell casting. Her book
explains the nature of magic spells and provides examples for a wide variety of
purposes including love, money, healing, and protection, liberally punctuated with
tips from "Aunt Jacki," deriving from her many years of experience. The Big Book
of Candle Magic shows: How to create your own candles The basics of crafting
your own spells How to use basic supplies for everyday magic
Conjure, hoodoo, rootwork - these are all names for southern American folk magic.
Conjure first emerged in the days of slavery and plantations and is widely
considered among the most potent forms of magic. Its popularity continues to
increase, both in the United States and worldwide. This book is a guide to using
conjure to achieve love, success, safety, prosperity, and spiritual fulfillment.
Author Starr Casas, a hereditary master of the art, introduces readers to the
history and philosophy of conjure and provides practical information for using it.
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Featuring Casas's own rituals, spells, and home recipes, the book provides useful
information suitable for novices and seasoned practitioners alike. In its pages,
you'll learn about: Bone reading Candle burning Conjure bags Building your own
conjure altar At last, a book that answers every questions you had about Conjure
but were afraid to ask! Old Style Conjure is an absolute treasure. It?s a must-read
for every practitioner of the ancient arts and a must-have for every magical
library! - Dorothy Morrison, author of Everyday Magic, The Craft and Utterly
Wicked.
Intimate Relationships with Otherworldly Beings
Hoodoo, Rootwork, & Folk Magic
Backwoods Witchcraft
Old World Witchcraft
Beyond Candlesticks
Wicca Candle Magick
Designing a Life at the Crossroads of Wonder & Wander

Introduces the philosophy and practices of old world witchcraft, which relies on plant
magic and the use of shadow, dispelling the myths about witches and presenting the
tradition's tools, charms, spells, rituals, and correspondences.
A rare look into the history, theory, and craft of the black mages and sorcerers of Russia •
Examines practical rituals and spells, the demonic pantheon, places of power, offerings
and sacrifices, Hell Icons, and instructions for cemetery magic • Provides insight into the
fundamental ideology of black magic practitioners, from the universal laws of magic to the
principles of morality • Details how the Russian practice of black magic preserved ancient
pagan traditions and evolved as the antithesis of Christianity Born in the Soviet Union and
descended from a matrilineal line of witches, Natasha Helvin offers a rare look into the
secret practices of Russian black magic, passed down from teacher to disciple for
generations both orally and through their grimoires bound in black. Drawing from her
own experience, Helvin provides insight into the fundamental ideology of black magic
practitioners, from the universal laws of magic to the principles of morality. She explains a
mage’s view on fate and predestination, how the world was created, and their relationship
with the demons that grant them their power. She examines the demonic pantheon as well
as how a black sorcerer is able to influence the forces in the universe and pass on his or her
powers and knowledge to further generations. Exploring the history of occult practices in
Russia, including how Christianity had a profound effect upon magic and witchcraft,
Helvin shows how attempts to forcibly convert the Russian population to the Christian
faith were widely resisted, and instead of these ancient pagan practices disappearing, they
blended with Christian belief. Authorities repainted old pagan gods as demons in order to
eradicate ancient traditions. Black magic became labelled as defiantly anti-Christian
simply for preserving the old ways, and as a result, some branches of black magic evolved
as a reaction against enforced Christianity and practitioners proudly accepted the label of
“blasphemer” or “heretic.” Through this book, readers can explore the Left-Hand path of
Russian magic and its spells and rituals. The author explains about cemetery magic,
sacrifices, the creation of Hell Icons, and places of power, such as crossroads, swamps, and
abandoned villages, as well as the best times to practice black magic, how to choose the
best grave for your spell, and how to summon demons. Providing many concrete examples
of spells, Helvin demonstrates the broad range of what can be accomplished by those who
practice the black arts, if they commit themselves to the craft.
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• Presents interviews with ten contemporary practitioners of spirit marriage, exploring
how the relationship developed and the opportunities and challenges • Discusses the
author’s own spirit marriage, including her awakening as an erotic mystic and her
encounters with her Faery beloved • Explains how to cultivate a spirit marriage, sharing
precautions and practices to spiritually prepare yourself and navigate the potential
challenges of spirit marriage Exploring the phenomenon of the spirit spouse or spirit
lover--an entity to which a human is psychically bonded--Megan Rose, Ph.D., examines the
practice and purpose of spirit marriage around the world, presenting transcultural
evidence of this form of sacred union in anthropological research, religious literature,
mythology, folklore, and the oral tradition. She shares her in-depth interviews with ten
contemporary practitioners of spirit marriage, including a Faery Seer, a Shakta Tantric, a
West African Shrine Keeper, a New Orleans Voodoo Mambo, Haitian Vodou
practitioners, and a ceremonial magician. Through these respectful interviews, the spiritmarriage practitioners tell their stories of initiation and of having a spouse who is both
otherworldly and able to assist in waking- world activities. They offer intimate insight into
this growing global practice and its larger evolutionary purpose. We learn about their
experiences of first contact, the decision to marry, how the relationship is upheld by their
community, and the impact on their other relationships. We also learn about the risks and
challenges as well as one example of divorcing a spirit. Sharing her personal experience,
the author discusses in detail her own spirit marriage, including the erotic nature of being
“spirit filled” and her encounters with her Faery beloved. She explains how to cultivate a
spirit marriage, sharing precautions and practices to spiritually prepare yourself, interpret
your paranormal encounters, and navigate the potential challenges of spirit marriage.
Presenting the first study of the transcultural, shamanistic practice of spirit marriage, this
book shows how bonded relationships with spirits are needed now more than ever to assist
with spiritual evolution.
This is really “the big little book of love magic.” Magical maven Lilith Dorsey has packed
into this fun, informative, and practical book over 250 spells, potions, rituals, and recipes
devoted to all facets of love and sex. Based on years of magical experience and prodigious
research, this book includes sections on such topics as self-love, marriage, fertility, erotic
adventures, the ethics of love magic, and more. The spells are drawn from a wide diversity
of magical traditions and focus on an equally diverse situations. There are spells for
finding love, keeping love, and healing yourself so that you are ready for love. The book
also includes rituals for invoking goddesses of love. Dorsey considers and discusses all
facets of the romantic experience. Let's face it we are obsessed, inspired, delighted, and in
love with love. And here is the go-to book for every spell you will ever need for finding and
keeping romance, passion, sex, marriage, fertility, and love in your life. Rooted in serious
scholarship while still exploring the weird, wild, and wonderful side of love magic, this
book provides expert advice and genuine spells that work to bring you your heart's desire.
Papa Legba: God of the Crossroads
Conjure & Folk Magic from Appalachia
Old Style Conjure
Reading with Old Style Conjure Cards
Mountain Conjure and Southern Root Work
Science as a Candle in the Dark
Magical Creatures, A Weiser Books Collection
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This book is to help those who have heard of Hoodoo & Rootwork
but have no idea where to start, and would like to begin
practicing. After the information in this book is learned, the
reader will have a firm understanding of the basic elements of
Hoodoo to being practicing on their own.
Continuing his epic trilogy of the Haitian slave uprising,
Madison Smartt Bell’s Master of the Crossroads delivers a
stunning portrayal of Toussaint Louverture, former slave,
military genius and liberator of Haiti, and his struggle against
the great European powers to free his people in the only
successful slave revolution in history. At the outset, Toussaint
is a second-tier general in the Spanish army, which is
supporting the rebel slaves’ fight against the French. But w hen
Toussaint is betrayed by his former allies and the commanders of
the Spanish army, he reunites his army with the French, wresting
vital territories and manpower from Spanish control. With his
army one among several factions, Toussaint eventually rises as
the ultimate victor as he wards off his enemies to take control
of the French colony and establish a new constitution. Bell’s
grand, multifaceted novel shows a nation, splintered by actions
and in the throes of chaos, carried to liberation and justice
through the undaunted tenacity of one incredible visionary.
A thrilling novel from Fredric Brown, considered by many to be
the godfather of noir fiction.
Varla Ventura, fan favorite on Huffington Post’s Weird News,
frequent guest on Coast to Coast, and bestselling author of The
Book of the Bizarre and Beyond Bizarre, introduces a new Weiser
Books Collection of forgotten cryptoclassics. Magical Creatures
is a hairraising herd of affordable digital editions, curated
with Varla’s affectionate and unerring eye for the fantastic.
Beware the death bogle! A sighting of this fearsome creature
will likely lead to sudden illness and untimely death.
Folklorist Elliot O'Donnell warns of this relative of The
Bogieman and all that lurk at the crossroads in this
Edwardianera collection about the notsofair fairies of old.
The Book of Candle Magic
A Book On Herbalism, Teas, Magic Kitchen And Flowers
Magick at the Crossroads: Italian Folk Magic & the Old Religion
Candle Spell Secrets to Change Your Life
The Ingredients
Candle Magic for Beginners
The Flame in the Cauldron

"A gripping tale told by a gifted writer."--Beverly Lewis Caroline Fletcher is caught in a nation split
apart and torn between the ones she loves and a truth she can't deny The daughter of a wealthy slaveholding family from Richmond, Virginia, Caroline Fletcher is raised to believe slavery is God-ordained
and acceptable. But on awakening to its cruelty and injustice, her eyes are opened to the men and women
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who have cared tirelessly for her. At the same time, her father and her fiance, Charles St. John, are
fighting for the Confederacy and their beloved way of life and traditions. Where does Caroline's loyalty
lie? Emboldened by her passion to make a difference and her growing faith, will she risk everything she
holds dear?
Crossroads Witchcraft; The Ingredients was written for anyone seeking the way of a Witch. Whether
new to the path of Witchery or an experienced practitioner seeking depth in Traditional Witchcraft, this
book completely covers what modern Witches today are doing. Within its' pages is the wisdom of almost
100 years of magick done in America, with over 60 workings and 20 plus recipes for incenses and
powders. Crossroads Witchcraft is a complete magickal Tradition that anyone may benefit from when
Honor, Reverence, Respect are the guiding factors. EndorsementsThere are few books that I put a page
tab in so I can return to that information to use later. After several pages, I realized that I needed to stop
and just put a tab on the whole book. Great useable information the working Witch will return to again
and again. Lady Daena Scotland, Lineaged Witch & Author of the soon to be published "Into The Night
Chronicles"Taren S is a true keeper of traditions. I am proud of her journey. She is a powerful and wise
Mama. Papa Nico, Haitian Voodoo Priest & Owner of "Nico World Botanica"Not just another trendy,
how-to-be a Witch book. Crossroads Witchcraft is a modern-day grimoire for any serious Witch wanting
to learn traditional magick. Rebecca Nightsong, Witch & Herbalist Very nice to see a book of practical
knowledge for the American Witchcraft Traditions based within region, culture and depth of magickal
history. All too often it seems Wicca influenced, or biased information is passed off as Traditional or
Folk lore magick by many mainstream publishers. This book is authentic Witchcraft as practiced by
todays' Witches. Kevin McPherson, Scholar, Occultist & WitchI finally found a real Witchcraft book for
real Witches. This book answers all those questions, both dark and light. Thank you. Meadow Fallbrook,
Traditional WitchThis book clearly and concisely contains all the "good" ingredients for any magickal
undertaking you are doing. Love it! Robert McCready, Christian Mystic & Author of "The Magic of
Fiction: An Alchemy in Haiku Incantations"Thank you for this wonderful cookbook of magick. I have
always looked for where I fit into the Witchcraft world, "Crossroads Witchcraft; The Ingredients" made
me realize that I have been in the crossroads the whole time. Finally, I understand. Priestess Andrea,
Christian Witch
Few words entice and incite like the word witchery. Thousands of self-identified witches, pagans, and
magical practitioners embrace the word, but seldom go beyond the practice of the well-accepted and
learned forms of "traditional" witchcraft to explore the path of old-witchery. Orion Foxwood invites
readers to walk on the path of old-style witchery, a nature-based practice that is as old as the swamps
and as wild as the woods. For the first time, Foxwood reveals some of his own deeply personal rituals
and spells directly from his own grimoire of witchery; he highlights the differences (and similarities)
between Wicca, "traditional" witchcraft, and old style witchery. By weaving his own path to witchery
throughout the book, he gives readers examples of how to identify the way toward this path. There is a
revolution among the Pagan and Witchcraft communities, a movement away from prescribed ritual and
neopagan practices and a reaching back toward what Foxwood says is in the heart of any true witch: a
thundering call deep within their very blood to become a healer, a reckoner, a protector of magical arts,
and a guardian of the wild woods.
Orion Foxwood invites you to take a walk through his native Appalachia, through moonlit orchards and
rural farms to the dark of the crossroads. From both the oral tradidtion of his own ancestors and the
voices of the spirits themselves, he brings readerssecrets of Southern magic including, spirit sight,
conjuring, faith healing, blessing, cursing, and more. This book invites readers to align themselves with
the power of Spirit by journeying into the heart and soul of conjure and many of its powerful practices.
Here Comes a Candle
Drum and Candle
Ancient Ways for Modern Days
Russian Black Magic
Crossroads Witchcraft
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"Discover the Far More Powerful Hoodoo Spells that Use Roots, Herbs, Candles, and Oils to
Chase\sAway Negative Energy and Annoying People"
Spells for Prosperity, Love, Abundance, and More

In Backwoods Witchcraft, Jake Richards offers up a folksy stew of family stories, lore,
omens, rituals, and conjure crafts that he learned from his great-grandmother, his
grandmother, and his grandfather, a Baptist minister who Jake remembers could "rid
someone of a fever with an egg or stop up the blood in a wound." The witchcraft
practiced in Appalachia is very much a folk magic of place, a tradition that honors the
seen and unseen beings that inhabit the land as well as the soil, roots, and plant life.
The materials and tools used in Appalachia witchcraft are readily available from the
land. This "grounded approach" will be of keen interest to witches and conjure folk
regardless of where they live. Readers will be guided in how to build relationships with
the spirits and other beings that dwell around them and how to use the materials and
tools that are readily available on the land where one lives. This book also provides
instructions on how to create a working space and altar and make conjure oils and
powders. A wide array of tried-and-true formulas are also offered for creating wealth,
protecting one from gossip, spiritual cleansing, and more.
A groundbreaking dive into uncovering the truth about long-accepted claims by neopagans and practitioners of pop-culture witchcraft that their traditions are somehow
based on an imaginary "cult of witches" witnessed by a Philadelphia folklorist in
Tuscany, whose roots pre-date the Christian church. Theological anthropologist and
lifelong practitioner of the Italian and Afro-Sicilian esoteric and magical traditions,
Franciscan contemplative, Gianmichael Salvato (Francis-Maria of the Sacred &
Immaculate Hearts) exposes the problematic fallacies upon which pop-culture
witchcraft stake such claims, while encouraging practitioners to hold fast to their
traditions, by simply accepting that they are mid-20th century esoteric religions.
Meanwhile, he shares his own family's tradition, and the tradition of thousands of
other Italian and Sicilian practitioners, from the days of antiquity to a postmodern
world, and talks about intersectionality with the ancient Mystery Traditions that didn't
serve as the foundation or origin of witchcraft, but which relied on the skillful herbal
knowledge and connection to energetic frequencies used by Sicilian and Southern
Italian esoteric practitioners (particularly women) -- at first for the Great Mysteries of
the ancient Greek world, and later, in continuity, for the syncretic esoteric Catholic
Mysteries, especially the Great Mystery of Eternal Life. Founder of the Inner Alchemy
Mystery School, Gianmichael Salvato has been teaching this insightful and
controversial new way of understanding modern occultism on stage and in workshops
for the past nine years. This expanded Second-Edition book, whose previous publishers
refused to include the full text, is now published, for the first time, in its entirety.
Ever wondered how herbs can be used alongside Wicca? Maybe you're curious about
medicinal and culinary herbs and how they can enhance your witchcraft? Perhaps you
are looking for the next best tradition to explore or for a new magical application? Now
you can easily explore the uses, benefits and basic applications of Herbal Magic!
Learn how vast and varied herbs are in magic. Discover how to incorporate Herbal
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Magic into rituals you already use for Wicca. You'll even get access to unique recipes
and spells to get started with your new herbal magic practices. The natural magic in
herbs and flowers can completely change and enhance the energy of any spell or ritual,
and even open the door to casting all kinds of new spells. More than that, Herbal
Magic and Green Wicca allow you as the practitioner to explore other potential
hobbies, activities and lifestyle changes that expand your world as a Wiccan. You will
read about: The adventurous magic world of incorporating herbal magic into cooking
and eating Using magical and medicinal herbs for teas Starting your very own herb
garden, so to have all the plants for your magical desires, right at your fingertips!
Different ways of preserving your own herbs and building up a magical apothecary or
spice rack Substituting different herbs in different spells Learning how to meditate with
Herbs Properties and features of the most famous Herbal Oils and Baths The ultimate
relation between Herbs and Candle Magic So, if you are looking to expand your
Wiccan studies and you want to know more about herbs and natural magic, - to make it
a wonderful addition to your lifestyle and to your home - then this is the book for YOU!
Start turning the pages and immerse yourself in the fascinating world of herbs and
their magic. Take a glance at these common herbs: Apple Blossom Basil Cinnamon
Chamomile Dandelion Goldenseal Holly Hyssop Lavender Lilac Mandrake Mistletoe
Mugwort Patchouli Peppermint Rosemary Rue Sage Valerian Yarrow Get a sneak peek
into these commonly used Wiccan herbs and learn their most useful properties, to start
a new Wiccan lifestyle. Try out some of the herbal spells to get a feel for the natural
magic. Check out recipes and spells for: Herbal Oil Blends Herb Bath Blends Magical
Meals Charms and Sachets Herbal Blessings Herbal Charms What are you waiting
for? Jump right into this book of Herbal Magic and Green Wicca!
Old North American folk magic known as hoodoo was developed from African
spiritual practices that slaves carried over. It gradually combined Native American and
European influences, keeping what was effective and discarding what was not. What's
left is a flexible, potent, and functional magical system. This book will teach you: The
origins of Hoodoo and its relationship to Voodoo How to use an ancestor altar to
communicate with your ancestors Why crossroads and graveyards are significant in
hoodoo, and how to securely use each What spiritual cleansing is, why it's important,
and how to achieve it Which herbs and roots are crucial when beginning rootwork?
How to produce conjure oils at home and use them in spells How and why Candle
Magic is Vital Easy steps for creating and using mojo bags so you may carry magic
with you Have you ever considered what a wonderful thing it can be to make a
difference in someone else's or your own life or to draw something or someone to you?
Know that you could obtain it using hoodoo. The pursuit of earthly gain through magic
is the core of hoodoo. In order to protect themselves, enslaved Africans created the old
North American folk magic, spiritual practices, traditions, and beliefs known as
hoodoo. Over time, it merged parts of indigenous botanical knowledge with Native
American and European beliefs and customs, including, of course, Voodoo.
Death Bogle at the Crossroads
Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook
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Over 250 Spells and Potions for Getting it, Keeping it, and Making it Last
HOODOO FOR BEGINNERS
The Roots and Practices of Granny Magic, Hoodoo, Brujería, and Curanderismo
Working Conjure
A Modern Witch's Guide to Self-Possession
Feasting from the Black Cauldron talks about things that are often
overlooked or ignored by today's authors in the modern witchcraft
movement. This book covers topics such as Ignem Serpentes, Terra
Umbrae and At the Crossroads of Night. While many books on today's
market are filled with basic outer court training, this book picks up
where many other books leave off. Like any great work, this author
challenges his readers to think beyond the contemporary literature of
big publishing companies. Drawing from his extensive research and
years of practice in various fields of the Occult, Amaranthus has
provided you the reader an opportunity to step inside a witches clan
from the perspective of a Magister and Clan Elder.
"Momma Starr, noted Conjure Woman, has provided Root-Workers and
Conjure-Folk with an invaluable tool for working with the Ancestral
Spirits, doctoring the root (the spirit), and doing insightful and
useful readings for oneself and conjure clients. Old-Style Conjure
Cards are powerful tools for competent spiritual-readings and they
clearly reflect a lifetime of work and a wellspring of knowledge."
Orion Foxwood author of "Introduction to Southern Conjure" DVD and
"The Candle and the Crossroads" This book, Reading with Old Style
Conjure Cards, includes: An Introduction to Conjure Card Reading discussing ethics and counseling History of Reading the Playing Cards
Getting Started - detailed instruction on dressing and blessing the
cards How to Work the Cards The Card Lay Outs - includes
illustrations and detailed instructions Specific combinations of
cards - relating to different aspects of everyday life Explanation of
Timing in a Reading Illustrations of each card in the deck - with
individual meanings and specific bible verse(s) The book is also
available from the publisher in a deluxe reading kit, which includes
a Tarot-sized deck, anointing oil, candle and traditional white
reading cloth. This product is the book by itself.
A work centered on the Great Spirit Legba, Lwa (Voodoo Spirit) of the
Crossroads, Luck, Fate, Fortune, and Opportunity. This book contains
information on the worship of Legba, his tools, foods, and a long
compilation of various magickal lamps, baths and charms to help you
in your life.
The Candle and the CrossroadsA Book of Appalachian Conjure and
Southern Root-WorkWeiser Books
Candle in the Darkness (Refiner’s Fire Book #1)
Enchantments
The Candle and the Crossroads
Hoodoo For Beginners
A Book of Old-Style Witchery
Enchantment
Over 250 Spells and Potions for Getting It, Keeping It, and Making It
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Last

Traditionally, the Witch's arsenal of magical power has always
included the ability to influence others from a distance,
blessing, cursing and placing a glamour or the Evil Eye on
someone in order to reward, punish or control them in some
way. Many of these techniques have been lost, though we can
see their descendants in the techniques of mesmerism, faith
healing and stage hypnotism. As part of his exploration of
Visceral Magick, Author and Witch Peter Paddon has
rediscovered techniques and exercises that enable the
practitioner to use gestures, gaze and energy connections to
influence others from across a room, or in some cases around
the world. In this book, Peter describes the underlying theories
and philosophies (drawing on the mysteries of Ancient Egypt,
Pre-Christian Celtic Wales and medieval Christian Mysticism),
and lays out a series of techniques and the exercises that
develop the required skills to use them, on order to heal,
curse, entrance, bless, and create illusions and other subtle
influences in others to manipulate their thoughts and actions.
He includes a discussion of the ethical ramifications of these
techniques, as well as practical applications in ritual, spellcrafting and daily life. Whether it is the "Evil Eye," "Jedi mindtricks" or "defense against the Dark Arts," these techniques
have been the mainstay of myth, legend and fantasy for
millenia, but their place in our worldview stems from real
magical tools wielded by our ancestors. "Too often, the modern
witchcraft movement has focused its attention on being an
"acceptable" practice in a modern world. It has often sacrificed
much of its unique contributions upon the altar of religion.
Albeit, this aspect of our resurgence heeded a deep call and
the initial sacrifice had wisdom and purpose. But as they say
"how many stripes can a zebra loose before it is no longer a
zebra?" In the case of the Craft, witches do witchcraft, and
magic is at the heart of our soul; and we must return our
"stripes." It is time for witches to be witches... and
enchantment is one of the major stripes on the metaphorical
zebra of witchery. Thank you Peter for bringing all of us to that
state of spirit that wields the power of change through the arts
of enchantment. This practice helps to give us back one of our
most legendary attributes. My advice is that readers of this
book apply the lore and techniques offered. It invites witches
to wield the power of change upon self, the world and our
universe. Now let's cast enchantment for a better life and a
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better world. It all starts in the mirror." Orion Foxwood Author
of "The Candle and the Crossroads" 2012 Red Wheel Weiser
"Introduction to Southern Conjure" DVD 2009 Pendraig
Publishing
Featuring authentic candle magic that anyone can do, this
impressive little book shows how you can connect to spiritual
realms and bring positive change to your life with just a little
wick, wax, and flame. Madame Pamita offers both step-by-step
instructions for specific candle spells and reference materials
to create your own spells. The Book of Candle Magic empowers
you to manifest more happiness, love, prosperity, and
fulfillment through candle spells. Discover how to make
candles from scratch, perform candle readings, create your
grimoire, and add some pizzazz to your rituals. Explore the
best herbs, gems, talismans, and symbols for giving your
spells a boost. With this beautiful book, you can claim your
birthright of using fire to reach your magical goals.
This is really the big little book of love magic. Magical maven
Lilith Dorsey has packed into this fun, informative, and
practical book over 250 spells, potions, rituals, and recipes
devoted to all facets of love and sex. Based on years of
magical experience and prodigious research, this book includes
sections on such topics as self-love, marriage, fertility, erotic
adventures, the ethics of love magic, and more. The spells are
drawn from a wide diversity of magical traditions and focus on
an equally diverse situations. There are spells for finding love,
keeping love, and healing yourself so that you are ready for
love. The book also includes rituals for invoking goddesses of
love. Dorsey considers and discusses all facets of the romantic
experience. Let's face it we are obsessed, inspired, delighted,
and in love with love. And here is the go-to book for every spell
you will ever need for finding and keeping romance, passion,
sex, marriage, fertility, and love in your life. Rooted in serious
scholarship while still exploring the weird, wild, and wonderful
side of love magic, this book provides expert advice and
genuine spells that work to bring you your heart's desire. "
From the "Father of Candlesticks"--penetrating new Japanese
techniques for forecasting and tracking market prices and
improving market timing Steve Nison has done it again. The
man who revolutionized technical analysis by introducing
Japanese candlestick charting techniques to Western traders is
back--this time with a quartet of powerful Japanese techniques
never before published or used in the West. Stunningly
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effective on their own, these new techniques pack an even
greater wallop when teamed up with traditional trading,
investing, or hedging strategies, and Steve Nison shows you
how to do it. Beyond Candlesticks provides step-by-step
instructions, detailed charts and graphs, and clear-cut
guidance on tracking and analyzing results--everything you
need to pick up these sharp new tools and take your place at
the cutting edge of technical analysis. Critical praise for Steve
Nison's first book . ". destined to become the classic reference
on the subject." --Charles Lebeau and David Lucas Technical
Trader's Bulletin "I believe Steve Nison's new candlestick book
is destined to become one of the truly great books for this time
period.. Whether you trade futures, commodities, or equities,
day trade or hold positions overnight, this book is a must."
--Lee Siegfried Investor's Library, Data Broadcasting Corp. "It
is hard to be too effusive about the quality of NiSon's work .
this is clearly one of the best investment books ever written in
terms of covering a subject with pedagogical ability and
writing skill. The organization is impeccable . reading it was a
pleasure." --Commodity Traders Consumer Report
Master of the Crossroads
Working Magic Spells in Rootwork and Conjure with Roots,
Herbs, Candles, and Oils
Lighting Candles
A Book of Appalachian Conjure and Southern Root-Work
Hexcraft
Junk Gypsy
“Voodoo Hoodoo” is the unique variety of Creole Voodoo found
in New Orleans. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook is a rich
compendium of more than 300 authentic Voodoo and Hoodoo
recipes, rituals, and spells for love, justice, gambling
luck, prosperity, health, and success. Cultural psychologist
and root worker Denise Alvarado, who grew up in New Orleans,
draws from a lifetime of recipes and spells learned from
family, friends, and local practitioners. She traces the
history of the African-based folk magic brought by slaves to
New Orleans, and shows how it evolved over time to include
influences from Native American spirituality, Catholicism,
and Pentecostalism. She shares her research into folklore
collections and 19th- and 20th- century formularies along
with her own magical arts. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook
includes more than 100 spells for Banishing, Binding,
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Fertility, Luck, Protection, Money, and more. Alvarado
introduces readers to the Pantheon of Voodoo Spirits, the
Seven African Powers, important Loas, Prayers, Novenas, and
Psalms, and much, much more, including:Oils and Potions:
Attraction Love Oil, Dream Potion, Gambler’s Luck Oil,
Blessing OilHoodoo Powders and Gris Gris: Algier’s Fast Luck
Powder, Controlling Powder, Money Drawing PowderTalismans
and Candle MagicCurses and Hexes
Traditional Southern root magic and conjure from someone who
learned the old ways growing up in rural Appalachia. Folk
magic conjurer and root worker Orion Foxwood invites you to
take a walk through his native Appalachia, through moonlit
orchards and rural farms, to the dark of the crossroads.
From the oral tradition of his ancestors to the voices of
the spirits themselves, Foxwood brings readers the secrets
of Southern magic: • Working by the signs (the ability to
synchronize work such as farming, fertility, and orcharding)
•Faith healing •Settling the light (candle magic) •Doctoring
the root (the ability to use herbs, roots, stones, or animal
parts for magic or for clearing, cleansing, and blessing a
person) •Praying or dreaming true (blessings of spirit/God
to a person, place, or thing as well as prophetic or
predictive dreaming) •Blessing or cursing Mountain Conjure
and Southern Root Work shows how to create magic in today’s
world with the old ways and traditions of Appalachia. This
book was previously published as The Candle and the
Crosswords. This new edition includes a foreword by Mat
Auryn, author of Psychic Witch.
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake
news stories and Internet conspiracy theories play to a
disaffected American populace “A glorious book . . . A
spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the
last, this book is a manifesto for clear thought.”—Los
Angeles Times How can we make intelligent decisions about
our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t
understand the difference between the myths of pseudoscience
and the testable hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prizewinning author and distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan
argues that scientific thinking is critical not only to the
pursuit of truth but to the very well-being of our
democratic institutions. Casting a wide net through history
and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively debunks such
celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft, faith
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healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's
so-called information age, pseudoscience is burgeoning with
stories of alien abduction, channeling past lives, and
communal hallucinations commanding growing attention and
respect. As Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the
siren song of unreason is not just a cultural wrong turn but
a dangerous plunge into darkness that threatens our most
basic freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful
. . . A stirring defense of informed rationality. . . Rich
in surprising information and beautiful writing.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear
vision of what good science means and why it makes a
difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science and
a warning of the dangers of unrestrained credulity.”—The
Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle
Filled with plenty of hexes for just every purpose, from a
general souring of ones life to causing baldness and even
death. The spells within this book should only ever be used
when they are justified. This is not for the frivolous
practitioner who throws hexes on people for no reason. With
over 100 hexes, a few protection and un-hexing recipes this
book is everything you've always wanted, but were too afraid
to ask about.
Love Magic
The Witches' Art of Manipulation by Gesture, Gaze and
Glamour
Feasting from the Black Cauldron
The Big Book of Candle Magic
Crossroads of Conjure
The Magic of Conjure a Beginners Guide to Hoodoo & Rootwork
Spirit Marriage
Explore the Fascinating World of Southern Folk Magic Featuring an introductory
look at Granny Magic, Hoodoo, Brujería, and Curanderismo in the American
South, Crossroads of Conjure provides a fresh perspective on folk magic. This
authentic and powerful book demonstrates how these systems are
interconnected, celebrates their sustainability, and dispels the myths and
misunderstandings about them. Learn about each path's beliefs, practitioners,
history, and how its traditions are carried on in modern society. Discover the
techniques practitioners use for healing, survival, protection, and more. This
entertaining and informative exploration of folk magic also helps you determine
which practice resonates with you the most.
Are you looking for magic that actually works? Hoodoo is old North American folk
magic, born from African spiritual traditions brought over by slaves. Over the
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centuries it incorporated Native American and European influences, using what
worked and discarding what did not. What is left is an adaptable, powerful
magical system that works. In this book you'll learn: The history of Hoodoo,
including how it relates to Voodoo How to work with your ancestors using an
ancestor altar Why Graveyards and Crossroads are important in Hoodoo, and
how to work with each safely The importance of Spiritual Cleansing and how to
do it Which roots and herbs are important when getting started with Rootwork
How to make your own Conjure Oils and use them in your spells Why Candle
Magic is important Simple instructions to make and use Mojo Bags to carry magic
with you And much more. This book covers everything you need to know to get
started with Hoodoo, and includes over twenty five simple spells to draw money
to you, bring luck and love into your life, and protect yourself from evil. Angelie
Belard has helped hundreds of people with their problems using the potent and
practical magic of Hoodoo. From customers who needed help with financial or
romantic problems, to friends and loved ones who wanted a way to connect to
their ancestral roots, she has used Hoodoo to improve and enrich their lives. Now
she's ready to share her lifetime of learning with you. Hoodoo was hidden by its
practitioners for hundreds of years, but now you can safely get started with
information you won't find anywhere else.
New York Times bestseller In their first book, the Junk Gypsies—sisters and stars
of the popular Texas-born brand and HGTV show—combine big dreams, stories of
roadside treasures found, and down-home design projects inspired by epic
makeovers for friends like Miranda Lambert, Billie Joe Armstrong, and Sadie
Robertson. Amie and Jolie Sikes, the Thelma and Louise of the design world, are
the Junk Gypsies: a family with an addiction to flea markets, wanderlust, and
Americana inspired design. In their world, cowgirls are heroes, road trips last
forever, and junk is treasured. Beginning with a little bit of faith and a whole lot of
heart and soul, the sisters travelled the back roads of America like gypsies,
collecting roadside trinkets and tattered treasures while meeting kindred spirits
and lively characters along the way. With a mix of hippie, rock n’ roll, southern
charm, and big dreams, these small-town Texas girls became restless wanderers
and owners and operators of their dream business and bohemian brand, Junk
Gypsy. Filled with stories from their unique journey as well as DIY projects and
bohemian inspired designs, Junk Gypsy is a tribute to all the rowdy gypsies,
crafty junkers, free-spirited romantics, and true-blue rebels who have ever dared
to dream big.
Conjure, also known as Hoodoo or Rootwork, is an old, powerful, and
increasingly popular system of North American folk magic. Conjure's roots derive
primarily from West and Central African spiritual traditions, but it has also been
influenced by Christianity, Jewish mysticism, and Native American practices.
Hoodoo Sen Moise has been studying this tradition and working with Conjure for
over 35 years. Here in Working Conjure, he explores Conjure's history, principles,
fundamentals, and ethics, while simultaneously providing a practical how-to guide
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to actually "working" Conjure and making Conjure work for you. This book:
Explores the primary materials of Conjure Features spells, rituals, and workings
for various purposes Guides readers to learn how to bring this profound school of
magic to life
The Demon-Haunted World
A Guide to Hoodoo Folk Magic
A Paramilitary's War with Death, Drugs and Demons
New Japanese Charting Techniques Revealed
Wicca Herbal Magic
The Beliefs and Practices of Heretics and Blasphemers
Embrace the divine spirit of fire--the essential beginners' guide to candle magic Are
you new to candle magic, but with a burning desire to learn? Light the flame with
Candle Magic for Beginners, the comprehensive guide to beginning your candle
magic practice. With detailed, step-by-step instructions for everything from choosing
the right candle to performing the perfect ritual, you'll find everything you need to
know to start magically manifesting your goals. Discover the different types of
candles and their ideal uses, and find out how shape, size, color, and burn time can
influence your results with candle magic. Learn how to create a sacred altar, prepare
your candle for spellwork, and focus your intentions. Select a spell like Mental Health
Magic, Kemetic Flame of Protection, Lucky Cat Candle, Aphrodite's Beauty Ritual, or
Druid's Circle of Serenity, and get started! In Candle Magic for Beginners, you'll find:
30 Step-by-step spells--Find clear, detailed spells for love, healing, protection,
abundance, and enlightenment--all from a variety of traditions. The magic of
color--Explore the many purposes of color in candle magic--yellow for insight, pink
for compassion, green for success, blue for strength, and more. Complete candle
care--Learn step-by-step how to choose, cleanse, charge, consecrate, and dispose of
candles used for magical work. Let the magic begin with Candle Magic for Beginners.
A wise, witchy, and welcoming guide to living life magically Mya Spalter has spent
years among candles, herbs, cats, and spells as an employee at New York City s
oldest occult shop, Enchantments. Since it would get crowded in there if all of you
visited, this beautifully illustrated book will be your guide to its secrets and stories; in
the process, Mya will introduce you to some mystical concepts you can use to build
spells and rituals that resonate with your own personal style, including: • Create and
maintain altars Even people who aren t spiritually inclined seem to be able to get
down with the beneficial function of an altar as a place to model beauty and balance
in their lives. It s aspirational. • Save your love magic for yourself Because casting a
love spell on someone else is pushy and far too easy to mess up. • Clean your filthy
apartment Fine, maybe you make your bed every day, but Mya s talking about the
kind of grime you can t necessarily see. • Money magic for need, not greed Hint: It
starts with tipping well; it doesn t pay to be miserly when asking the universe for
abundance. Mya reveals the power of colors (Louboutins wouldn t have the same
status if their soles were lavender), the keys to banishing unfriendly spirits (with
cleansing rituals or even a dance party), and invaluable instructions in the timeless
arts of astrology, tarot, and finding a parking spot downtown. Open up this book and
enchant your own life! Praise for Enchantments Hilariously conversational,
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deceptively deep, and phenomenally illustrated, Enchantments will blow your mind
and make you laugh while imparting expert knowledge of witchcraft and why it s so
needed today. ̶Natasha Lyonne, actress and producer Imagine that your best
friend, a supremely cool, funny, and irreverent person, is also a witch willing to
educate and inspire you toward your own witchy practice with humor, sass, and
intelligence. This book is magic̶literally! ̶Michelle Tea, author of Modern Tarot
Part memoir, part recipe book, and part poetry collection, Enchantments lets
readers in on the great secret of all witchcraft̶that being a witch is about being free
to be yourself. ̶Dorothea Lasky, author of Milk and co-creator of Astro Poets We
can all use more magic in our lives in these trying times, and Enchantments will help
us get started. ̶Kimya Dawson, singer/songwriter, The Moldy Peaches
When Manny McDonnell was twelve, he awoke to discover British troops surrounding
his home in the toughest area of trouble-torn Belfast. Internment had begun and,
encouraged by a fiercely Republican mother, he took to the streets with other school
kids, throwing bricks, bottles and petrol bombs at soldiers. Jailed at fifteen for having
IRA links, he became a unit commander leading deadly missions for the INLA before
joining the IPLO, a group so vicious even the IRA ordered it to disband. But his
decades of commitment to a free united Ireland turned to disillusion when bombs
indiscriminately killed two little boys in mainland Britain. It was a wake-up call and,
sickened by the way events were unfolding, McDonnell distanced himself from the
Troubles and began to spend more time in Scotland with major gangland players
Paul Ferris and Tam 'The Licensee' McGraw. Friendly with both, he then faced difficult
choices when the two fell out and became bitter rivals and sworn enemies. Lighting
Candles is an astonishing and horrifying exposé of one man's journey through the
blood, bombs and bullets of the paramilitaries to the criminal activities of drugsmuggling gangsters. It is also a story of how, no matter what has gone before, it's
possible to put the past behind you and begin again.
"Working Conjure is a blessing. With the increasing commodification of African
American and African Diasporic traditions, books about our practices that are simple,
direct, and useful seem few and far between. Hoodoo Sen Moise manages to balance
a solid delivery on the practice of Conjure with just enough theory to create a
foundation to do this spiritual work̶which is not, as he also reminds us, spiritual
easy̶and to continue the work given to us by our ancestors to heal each other and
the world we share."̶Mambo Chita Tann, author of Haitian Vodou Conjure, also
known as Hoodoo or Rootwork, is an old and powerful system of North American folk
magic. Its roots derive primarily from West and Central African spiritual traditions but
it developed during the slave trade and its purpose at that time was to help ease the
terrible oppression experienced by the slaves. Working Conjure explores the history,
culture, principles, fundamentals, and ethics of Conjure, while simultaneously serving
as a practical how-to guide for actually doing the work. Author Hoodoo Sen Moise has
been a practitioner for nearly forty years. In Working Conjure, his first book, he shares
the techniques and lessons that will bring Hoodoo alive to those who are new to the
practice as well as useful and enlightening information for the adept. In the book he:
Explores the primary materials used in Conjure Features spells, rituals, and workings
for various purposes Guides readers to learn how to bring this profound school of
magic to life Conjure, writes Hoodoo Sen Moise, is not a religion or spiritual
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path, per se, but rather magic/spiritual work that is done to bring about change in a
situation. Whether that situation is a relationship, money, a job, revenge, healing, or
cleansing, the fundamental tenet of Conjure is to do work that changes the
circumstance.
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